Asian sensibility, timeless craft.

We bridge the gap
Between east and west

ABOUT US

Stellar Works stands for a renaissance of refined culture and Asian aesthetics. Inspired by the long standing craft and industry of traditional cultures, it represents a commitment to bridging the gap between old and new, East and West – in attitude, form and application.

Stellar Works seeks to reintroduce past collections of classics, alongside culturally-inspired contemporary signatures. It infuses freshness into heritage and grounds innovation with enduring craftsmanship.

IN 2012

We established Stellar Works as a way to bring ideas together: East and West, heritage and modernity, craft and industry – bringing the best of the past into the light of the present. Our aim was to inspire a renaissance in Asian aesthetics, taking the forms, styles and motifs that have characterised Japanese design across the centuries and filtering them through the lens of the European tradition to create something new and timeless.
OEO Studio was founded in 2003 and is based in Copenhagen, Denmark, with a project office in Tokyo. OEO Studio has created award-winning designs for a broad spectrum of discerning clients, from furniture and interiors for Michelin-starred restaurants to aspirational objects that have earned their place in the permanent collections of the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, at the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum in New York and at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris.

OEO Studio has established a distinct aesthetic that encompasses a unified approach to retail, hospitality, furniture-making and beyond. Each project is enhanced by the inherent warmth of the natural materials, which are often applied in novel and unexpected ways inspired and framed by their cultural context to offer a compelling sense of minimalism. Signature to the approach at OEO Studio is their exquisite level of bespoke design created with meticulous attention to detail.
The Laval Collaboration aims to reinterpret the traditional French style by reflecting the poetic simplicity of Japanese and Scandinavian aesthetics. The Laval Collaboration springs from a collaborative meeting between high-end French furniture maker Laval and Danish design studio OEO Studio. It combines the French sense of elegance with a subtle sense of modern comfort. The Collaboration reflects a strong sense of refined and exquisite quality combined with the highest attention.

Laval Gentleman’s Valet

CODE & MATERIALS
LAV110
Solid walnut, Wood veneer panels, Brass plated stainless steel

DIMENSIONS
W485 x D390 x H1215mm
Laval Chaise Longue

**CODE & MATERIALS**
LA-S131
Solid ash frame, Upholstery

**DIMENSIONS**
W1650 x D610 x H560mm
Seating height: 400mm

Laval Sofa

**CODE & MATERIALS**
LA-S111
Solid ash frame, Upholstery, Upholstered cushion

**DIMENSIONS**
W1910 x D740 x H805mm
Seating height: 455mm

Laval Bench

**CODE & MATERIALS**
LA-S010
Solid ash frame, Upholstery

**DIMENSIONS**
W420 x D400 x H450mm

Laval Side Table - Wood Top
Laval Side Table - Brass Top
Laval Side Table - Leather Top

**CODE & MATERIALS**
LA-S100 / LA-S100 / LA-S100
Solid wood legs, Wood veneer table surface. / Solid wood legs, Brass plated stainless steel table surface. / Solid wood legs, Leather table surface

**DIMENSIONS**
W420 x D420 x H800mm

Laval Chest Drawer

**CODE & MATERIALS**
LA-CH130
Solid ash legs, Wood veneer frame and drawer, Solid walnut drawer front

**DIMENSIONS**
W420 x D400 x H1740mm

Laval Bedside Drawer

**CODE & MATERIALS**
LA-CH120
Solid ash legs, Wood veneer frame and drawer, Solid walnut drawer front

**DIMENSIONS**
W420 x D400 x H1450mm